40

expertiserecognised

years

as in...

•Q
 UALITY: cutting-edge skills developed over the
past 4 decades: a complete understanding and
control of production carried out in the AuvergneRhône-Alpes region of France
•R
 ESPONSIVENESS: thanks to our availability and
our desire to drive forward different projects as well
as the genuine close connections that we forge every
day with all of our customers, suppliers, partners, etc

Lighted path leading
to the Taj Mahal

•C
 ONSTANT INNOVATION: through our integrated
engineering design office

Pyramidenkogel
Tower in Austria
Madlatua Bridge
in Norway

Ostend
in Belgium

Landowski Fountains in Paris

LEC is a family business founded in 1977 and has a
unique history centred on passionate, experienced
people working in the sector of exterior lighting and
marker lighting.

Santarem
in Portugal

In the past 40 years, LEC has participated in numerous major exterior and marker lighting
projects around the world.
We use our experience both in France and abroad to offer a response that matches the
demands of the project specifiers both in France and abroad.

Having been immediately convinced of the potential
of LED technology, we were the first company to
integrate it more than 40 years ago into products
installed in public spaces.

Our expertise and know-how has been applied to light up and enhance a large number of
prestigious sites: the Cour d'Honneur in the Palais Royal in Paris, the gates of the Château
of Versailles, the MuCEM museum in Marseilles, the Château d’Azay le Rideau, the lighted
path leading to the Taj Mahal and many more.

Driven by the desire to incorporate this technology
into our lights and develop its potential, we chose to
manage every aspect of the production chain, from
the initial design through to final manufacturing.
Pont de Recouvrance in Brest
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As a meticulous manufacturer, the main values of our
company continually fuel our vision on a daily basis.
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of LED expertise

beyond our borders...

magine...
				
A high-quality lighting
ambiance perfectly integrated into
its environment !

Hôtel Dieu
In Lyon

Pont des Docks,
Le Havre

Much more
than mere

llumination...

create a

visual dentity!

Enhance
A port, garden, historic path, public square or even a
zoo... all of these places need to be welcoming, secure
and enjoyable.

Campus Cristal footbridge
Gennevilliers,
Metropolitan Paris

Boulevard de la Seille
in Metz

Secure

Customise

LEC offers products that combine all of the qualities
that can address every one of these needs. That is
why you can rest assured that your lighting choices will
create unforgettable memories for all whose evenings
are lit up by our solutions.

CLEAR AND READABLE
SIGNAGE
By facilitating night time
access with markings and
identifying lights and signs.

SECURE
YOUR DOCKS,
YOUR STAIRCASES,
YOUR FOOTBRIDGES…
With different types of
modular lighting solutions.

CUSTOMISE
YOUR ENVIRONMENT

ENHANCE

With our custom solutions, lens options,
casings, paint, etc.
We can adapt our lights
to your project.

By creating a tailor-made
lighting atmosphere
customised and adapted with
13 different lens options.

